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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 100
 
For which one of the following reasons would Richard distribute an encryption key?
 

A. To allow users to access a locally encrypted database 
B. To allow users to read an encrypted field in his Domino application 
C. To allow mail recipients who have access to his private key to read e-mails he sends 
D. To allow mail recipients who have access to his public key to read the e-mails he sends 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 101 
Jim is looking at the Properties dialog box for an agent. Which one of the following best 
describes the use of the "Allow user activation" option? 

A. Allows users with Author access or above in the ACL to run an agent 
B. Allows users with Editor access or above in the ACL to run an agent 
C. Allows users with Editor access or above in the ACL to enable an agent 
D. Allows users with Author access or above in the ACL to enable an agent 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 102 
Dierdre is periodically asked to update the Readers field in documents created with the 
SalesOrder form. If a person's name changes, he or she is no longer able to access 
documents he or she had been able to access in the past. Dierdre would like the Readers 
fields to be automatically updated when someone's name has been changed in the Domino 
Directory. How can she do this? 

A. Open the Security tab of the SalesOrder form Properties. Place a checkmark next to 
"Enable adminp updates". 
B. Open the Advanced tab of the database ACL. In the selection list for Action, choose 
"Modify all Readers and Authors fields". 
C. Open the Security tab of the database Properties. In the selection list for Administration 
Actions, choose "Update all Readers and Authors fields". 
D. Ask a Notes Administrator to enable "Maintain Reader/Author field consistency" on the 
Security tab of the server document for her application server. 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 103 
Carmen created two new roles in the ACL of her database, naming one role "DbAdmin" 
and the other role "SalesManager". She now wants to add a computed Authors field to the 
SalesOrder form to include both of these roles. What should Carmen enter in the value 
formula for this field? 

A. "[DbAdmin]":"[SalesManager]" 
B. "DbAdmin":"SalesManager" 
C. @Authors("[DbAdmin]":"[SalesManager]") 
D. @Authors("DbAdmin":"SalesManager") 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 104 
Mahesh must ensure that only users with the [DbAdmin] role can edit the Price field on the 
Product form. The other fields on the form are editable by all users. How can Mahesh 
restrict who can edit the Price field? 

A. Place the Price field in a computed subform. 
B. Add an input enabled formula to the Price field. Use the formula: 
@IsMember([DbAdmin]; @UserRoles) 
C. From the Security tab of the Field Properties, select the [DbAdmin] role in the Edit 
Enabled option. 
D. Add a computed Authors field to the Product form. For the field value, specify: 
@If(@ThisName="Price"; "[DbAdmin]"; "") 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 105 
Monique's laptop was stolen. Monique had locally encrypted the databases on her machine 
using medium encryption. Which one of the following can unauthorized users do? 

A. Nothing 
B. Compact the databases 
C. Read copies of the databases made through the operating system 
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D. Use their user IDs to access local databases on Monique's workstation 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 106 
The ACL and forms in App2.nsf on Server1/Boise/Acme are mysteriously changing. In 
addition, employees using Notes clients are editing documents they should not be able to 
change, and people outside the organization are able to read documents in App2.nsf. Which 
one of the following describes what might be the problem? 

A. Anonymous access is set incorrectly. 
B. Restrictions in the Server document are set incorrectly. 
C. The Administration server has modified Author and Reader fields. 
D. Default access and OtherDomainServers access are set incorrectly. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 107
 
Which one of the following describes how an Authors field affects document access?
 

A. It allows a person listed in the ACL as an Author to update any document that they have 
created. 
B. It records the name of each person who edits a document, starting with the person who 
created it. 
C. It allows a person listed in the ACL as a Reader to update any document in which his or 
her name is listed in the document's Authors field. 
D. It allows a person listed in the ACL as an Author to update any document in which his 
or her name is listed in the document's Authors field. 

Answer: D 
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